DÉCOR & MORE!
Select a THEME to enhance your event atmosphere by using fabrics, accents
& décor on your seating and/or buffet tables. You & your guests will have
an affair that you will all remember and for more than just the food!!
Here are some of our thoughts…
GARDEN PARTY
Garden parties can be sophisticated or casual, but the focus is always on the beauty of nature.
A table covered in moss, a variety of fresh flowers and accented with glass will bring the feeling
of the outdoors inside anytime of the year.

FRENCH COUNTRY MARKET
Enjoy fine gourmet cooking with a touch of France. Displays of breads, wine & cheese add the
elegance and sophistication of France to any event. Creating the ambiance of a French Country
table at your next feast begins by taking a "stroll through the Provence".

THE ORIENT
Be inspired by simple and chic designs. The passion presented by the colors of red and black,
bamboo, Asian artifacts and plant life will bring the feel of the orient to your event.

AFRICAN SAFARI
The very name calls to mind images of expansive savannahs, breath taking landscapes,
magnificent animals and proud ancestral tribes. African artifacts, earthy tones of black, orange
and yellow that are exhilarating and profound.

HARVEST MOON
Enjoy an old-fashioned fall festival. Bring nature’s bounty home with a display of wheat and
corn, pumpkins, ornamental gourds, and apple baskets. The red, yellow and orange colours
and shades of brown add richness to any event.

MEXICAN FIESTA
Encounter the rich culture and heritage of Mexico as you enjoy mouth-watering edibles, a
colourful marketplace with swirling vivid colours amidst music and laughter.

BACK TO THE 70’S
Let us take you back to a time when the music was hot and the look hotter. Relive the 70’s era
with disco lights, lava lamps, and amazing vivid colors.

JAMMIN IN THE CARIBBEAN
Plan a visit to a hot, tropical climate with a riot of color, and exquisite natural beauty.
Forget airfare and reservations, they’re unnecessary.
Costs are subject to the scale of décor required after an evaluation by our design crew.
There will be an initial consultation fee of $200 which will be deducted from the final
invoice upon booking of the event
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DÉCOR & MORE!
THE OLD WEST
Grab your cowboy hat and spurs, and you’re back to the Old West times for fun and a sampling
of history. Enhance your barbecue or Stampede party with the use of western props
such as hay bales, fences, country flowers and rustic metal.

POLYNESIAN FESTIVAL
Escape to paradise. Celebrate the tranquil spirit and picturesque splendor of the South Seas.
Capture many of the images of the tropics with the use of tiki torches, tropical fruit and exotic
flowers.

MEDITERRANEAN GALA
Immerse yourself in the intoxicating world of the Mediterranean, the beautiful shores,
delicious foods, and stunning art. Walk into another time and another world.
Nestled in a tranquil setting, the displays evoke a serene feeling.

VICTORIAN RENAISSANCE
Let us use the attributes of simplicity and dignity to enhance the evening. The romantic timeperiod intensified with the unrestricted deep rich hues of black and gold. Add elegance, which
is uncompromised.

NEW AGE
Let us bring your mind, body and spirit to a state of meditation. We will compliment your
event environment with the use of glowing dramatic displays of color. Let us help you channel
the positive energy of your guests.

CHRISTMAS FEAST
'Tis the season to be merry, and that is precisely how your guests will feel at your elegant
Christmas bash. Put on the glitz by using the richness of silver, gold & red. Let us turn your
room into a Christmas wonderland.

WEDDING RECEPTIONS
Your wedding is one of the most important days of your life and is as special and as individual
as you are. Everything about it should reflect your uniqueness. We specialize in the full coordination of weddings for couples looking to make their wedding day both individual and
memorable.
Costs are subject to the scale of décor required after an evaluation by our design crew.
There will be an initial consultation fee of $200 which will be deducted from the final
invoice upon booking of the event
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